
 

The Quilt Tree 
----x-------x-------x-------x-------x--------x-------x-------x-------x---- 

Supply List:  Spin Drift 
Instructor: Maria Weinstein 

Date: Friday, October 9, 23, November 6, 20 
Time: 10:30am-1:00pm 

 
Finished quilt measurements:  78" square 

  
With this wonderful pieced pattern from Michelle McKillop and Jen Kingwell you will be 
making two different blocks that play well together, 9 large Dresden Plate and 16 small 
Dresden Plate blocks.  You will be machine piecing and hand applique, or machine 
applique the blocks.  Perfect quilt to show case the many large-scale prints. 
 

Pattern Requirements***:  Spin Drift by Michelle McKillop for the Jen Kingwell Designs 
Collective 
  
Fabric Requirements***: 
4 ¼ yards background fabric for large and small Dresden Plates 
1 ¾ yard fabric for sashing and binding 
2 yards **total fabric for the 72 feature sashing squares and the small       Dresden plate 
centers 
1/3 yard of 9 large scale prints for large Dresden plate (save scraps for the blades) 
3 ½ yards **total fabric for large Dresden Plates blades, you will need 54 2 inches strips, 6 
strips for each Dresden Plate. 
1 ¼ yards **total of fabric for small Dresden plate, you will need 192 x 2 ½ squares 
2 ½ yards of fusible stabilizer Pellon 906F 

5 yards for the backing 
Double size batting 

If you want to use up your scraps: 
 
72 x 5-inch squares or a couple of charm packs 
9 x 10-inch large prints for the large Dresden plates 
54 strips at 2 inches x WOF for the large Dresden plates or Jelly rolls 

192 x 2 ½ squares for the small Dresden plates 

 

  



Tools Required***: 
Rotary Cutter and Mat (leave your mat at home and use ours while you’re in class) 
Ruler 6 1/2” x 24” or 6 1/2” x 18” 
Sewing machine in good working condition with manual  
Any attachment for your sewing machine which makes ¼” seams more precisely 
Open toe foot 
****Creative Grids Stripology XL 
Creative Grids 5” ruler 
Grey or taupe thread for piecing 
Medium Grey for hand or machine applique 
Monofilament thread (optional) for machine applique 
Sharpie marker 
Template plastic 
Point turner 
Glue Stick 
Small 505 Basting Spray 
Pins 
Fabric scissors 
Neutral sewing thread 
Seam Ripper  

 
 

***We are grateful when you purchase your supplies at our shop. 
 

**What do I mean by total?  Get enough fabric so that it equals amount needed. 

 **“Confident beginner” the importance of attitude over experience.  Anyone who is 
ready for the challenge to learn beyond squares and rectangles.  It is not so much 
harder, really.  It is not that you need to spend a certain amount of time sewing 
easier quilts first.  What you need is the interest in learning new concepts and the 
time to focus on putting the ideas into action.   

 

****I highly recommend watching how to best use these amazing rulers on their 
website or YouTube before coming to class.  
 

  



Homework 

 

Space is limited so coming prepare to start is a plus. 

Cut 1 x 18 1/2 background squares 

 

Itinerary:  

 

1st class 

Make one large Dresden Plate 

 

2nd class 

Make one small Dresden plate 

 

3rd class 

make the sashing 

 

4th class 

putting it all together 

  

  

Looking forward to this amazing, new learning experience.  Any questions I am usually in on 

Wednesdays or Thursdays. 

  
Maria 

 

 


